Abstract: The most prominent Big Data solutions -such as NoSQL systems, Hadoop Frameworks, Spark, etc. -
INTRODUCTION
Big Data technologies have been targeting the storage, processing and analysis of the data deluge continuously generated by the current information technologies in a large variety of formats (Fotache and Hrubaru, 2016a) . As they are affordable to large categories of companies and organizations, Big Data opensourced solutions have gathered the main interest -NoSQL Systems, Hadoop ecosystems, Spark, etc. (Fotache and Hrubaru, 2016b) .
By contrast, in this paper we start exploring the data processing performance of a proprietary Big Data persistence/processing solution -Oracle Exadataprovided by one the leading data technologies vendor. The main objective of the paper is to provide a preliminary predictive model for assessing the performance of the Oracle Exadata Big Data System on various settings and data processing requirements. This could be extended to a broader category of Big Data systems and might prove very useful for various companies in choosing and tuning the database systems according to their data needs and available resources.
Compared to mainstream approaches for Big Data systems benchmarking, this paper main contributions are:
 replace the given set of data processing queries with a much larger set of randomly generated queries covering a broad range of data processing tasks;
 applying Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines for dealing with the non-linearity and building of a predictive model. In section II, Oracle Exadata architecture is briefly examined. In section III the experimental designed is described for building a model targeting the explanation and prediction of Exadata performance for query processing on four scenarios/settings. A brief exposure to Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) is provided, since this is the method the model is based upon. In Section IV after examining the distribution of initial predictors and the outcome, in order to avoid further collinearity problems, some predictors will be removed from the model. Then two MARS models will be proposed for explaining and predicting the data query performance in four Exadata settings. Section V will interpret the model results and Section VI will focus on some of the study limits and further research directions.
ORACLE EXADATA ARCHITECTURE
Oracle Exadata machine is a preconfigured combination of hardware and software which provides a highly resilient and highly optimized platform for running one or more Oracle databases. The entire system is divided in two layers: the database nodes which are usually clustered in a RAC configuration and the cell nodes which act as an intelligent and transparent storage provider for the database layer. Both layers are linked together using low latency Infiniband switches.
The "secret sauce" of the Exadata machine relies in its offloading capabilities (Farooq et al., 2015, p. 61) . In an Exadata configuration the storage layer plays an active role, filtering the data according to the executed queries and pushing back the data already filtered. This saves IO/network bandwidth, but also CPU cycles on database nodes.
The most important Exadata offloading technics are:
 Column projection: Through column projection, Exadata cells send back to the database layer just the values from the relevant columns (Greenwald, et al., 2011, p. 91) . These are the attributes in the SELECT list and the columns appearing in JOIN predicates. The big gain in performance comes from minimizing IO traffic. In a standard Oracle configuration the blocks having all the columns are read and only after that the columns which are not needed are discarded. That is not true anymore in Exadata, of course, provided that a smart scan can take place for the executed query.
 Predicate filtering:
This technique is applied when the query has WHERE predicates. As soon as the query reaches the Exadata cells, the filtering is attempted on this layer and only the relevant rows are returned to the database server. Of course, the query must be eligible to be run in a "smart scan" context.
 Storage indexes:
These storage indexes are created on the fly and speed up the predicate filtering even further. Unlike database indexes, they are in-memory structures and they reside only on the storage layer (Clarke, 2013, p. 553) . A storage index keeps track of the value of a limited number of columns, on a one megabyte block basis. For every 1MB block, a minimum and a maximum value for a column inside that block is maintained so that, when a predicate filtering takes place, only the "interesting" blocks are read. This technique saves IO operations right into the storage layer.
METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS
The basic idea of this experimental design was to randomly generate a large number and variety of SQL queries that would be executed on different data scales (database size) and settings. Through various data analysis techniques, it was expected that we might get a model for explaining and predicting Oracle Exadata performance for data processing related tasks.
DESIGN
The random queries to be executed on various subschema of TPC-H (TPC, 2014) database were generated by a module written in R programming language (Fotache and Hrubaru, 2016b) . Each subschema was created and populated using DBGen utility (Kejser, 2014) for scale factors (data loading) of 1, 2, 10 -see table 1 -and have distinct, randomly generated records. Initially, 500 queries were generated for each scale factor. Since the access time to Oracle Exadata was limited, the execution of longer queries was cancelled. For the next sections analysis 424 queries were kept for scale factor of 1, 415 queries for the scale factor of 2 and 358 for the scale factor of 10.
For every scale factor, each query was executed (and the duration collected) for six scenarios/settings: -Serial, without declaring the table primary keys: the idea for this scenario was to maximize the chances for Exadata to use the "smart scan" access by favouring full were run on one node only, but, unlike the serial scenario, parallelism on the query level has been enabled. We have limited the degree of parallelism to 8 processes, distributed on one node only. There is no guarantee that all queries were eligible for being executed in parallel, therefore was up to the Oracle optimizer to decide the execution plan. -Parallel on one node, with primary keys declaration: this scenario is very similar with the previous one, but primary key constraints were enforced for all TPC-H tables. The same degree of 8 parallel processes was used. -Parallel on two nodes, without declaring the table primary keys: the same degree of 8 parallel processes was used, but they were distributed on both nodes. No primary key constraint was enforced for this scenario. -Parallel on two nodes, with primary keys declaration: the same scenario as the above one, but with all primary keys for all TPC-H tables enforced. As Big Data processing usually refers to systems that store and process huge amount of data that do not fit on a single machine, the serial scenarios (first two) were used only as reference for the exploratory data analysis. MARS models were built based only on the parallel settings.
VARIABLES
The output (result) variable was duration which represents the time required for completion of each query. As table 2 shows, predictors referred mainly to the database size (from scale_factor to med_n_of_rows), result size (result_nrows), and the main clauses of a query: SELECT (from sel__n_of_table to sel__length__vchar), FROM (n_of_joins, ..., fr__n_of__int), WHERE (wh__n_of_tables, ..., wh__n_of_in__values), GROUP BY (gr__n_of_attributes and gr__n_of_tables), HAVING (having_length) and ORDER BY (order_by_length). Shorter names were necessary for the variables used in multi-variate adaptive splines models for displaying purposes. Otherwise, the analysis software (see next subsection) would replace longer names with (sometimes) cryptic abbreviations.
TECHNICAL PLATFORMS
For this experimental study, the database schema were deployed on an Oracle Exadata X2-2 quarter rack (Oracle, 2012), running an Oracle 11.2.0.4 Server, Enterprise Edition. This configuration has two database nodes and three cell/storage nodes as shown in the table 3. Data analysis was performed with R (R Core Team, 2017) and RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com) platforms. For data processing the main R packages were: dplyr and tidyr (Wickham, 2017b) and also stringr (Wickham, 2017a) . For data analysis, the most important packages were: ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) , e1071 (Meyer et al., 2017 ) corrplot (Wei and Simko, 2016) , earth (Milborrow, 2017a) and plotmo (Milborrow, 2017b ).
METHOD. MULTIVARIATE ADAPTIVE REGRESSION SPLINES
The Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) method is a technique of regression analysis which was introduced in 1991 by J. H. Friedman (Friedman, 1991) . It is a multivariate non-parametric (and nonlinear) flexible recursive partitioning regression modeling of high dimensional data and can be seen as an extension of linear models that automatically models non-linearity and interactions between variables (Hastie et al., 2008) .
MARS is an adaptive procedure for regression, well suited for high dimensional problems and it can be viewed as a generalization of stepwise linear regression or as a modification of the classification and regression tree (CART) method, to improve the latter's performance in regression setting.
The goal is to model the dependence of a response variable Y (output data)
on one or more predictor variables (input data) 1 2 , , ...., n X X X given realization data:
The system that generated the data is presumed to be described by:
where the stochastic component  , whose expected value is defined to be zero, usually reflects the dependents of Y on quantities (other than 1 2 , , ...., The MARS build models as a weighted sum of basis function of the form: 
where t is a constant, called knot. In the usual terminology (Hastie et al., 2008) , these are called linear splines. Those two hinge functions are a mirrored pair of functions or a reflected pair, and because a hinge function is zero for a part of its range, so can be used to partition the data into disjoint regions, each of them which can be treated independently; c) a product of two or more hinge functions. These basis functions can model the interaction between two or more variables. MARS has automatically produced a kink in the predicted Ŷ to take into account non-linearity. Then, the spline basis functions B m (X) take the general form: This model typically overfits the data, and so a backward deletion procedure is applied. The term whose removal causes the smallest increase in residual squared error is deleted from the model at each stage, producing an estimated best model f  which contains  number of terms. In the MARS procedure, for computational savings, generalized cross-validation (GCV) is uses instead crossvalidation, to estimate the optimal value of  . This criterion is defined as:
where N is the number of observations,  
is the penalty measure of the model complexity. The value ( ) M  is the effective numbers of parameters in the MARS model. Thus, if there are r linearly independent basis function in the model, and K knots were selected in the forward process, then the formula which give the value for ( ) M  it is:
where c = 2 when the model is restricted to be additive, otherwise c = 3.
To facilitate interpretation, MARS allows evaluating the importance of explanatory variables on a scale of 0-100, and will be assessed by calculating the decrease in the calculated GCV values when the variable is removed from the model. The most important variable (with the highest decreases in the GCV) value score 100, all other variables receive lower scores, corresponding to the ratio of their decrease of GCV to that at the most important one (see section IV.4).
Another useful option in the MARS procedure is to set an upper limit on the order of interaction. For example, the EARTH algorithm (section IV.4) has preseted a limit of second order interactions, allowing pairwise products of two piecewise linear functions (hinge functions), but not three-or higher-way products. Of course, setting the upper limit of 1 makes the model additive.
RESULTS
This section will present the distribution of main variables values and then the results gathered when executed the queries for scale factors of 1, 2 and 10. Correlations among predictors were examined. After removing some of the variables for avoiding collinearity troubles, two MARS models were built for both explaining and predicting the performance of four parallel Exadata settings/scenarios.
DISTRIBUTION OF PREDICTORS VALUES
Predictors (see table 2) were examined by grouping them into clauses of SQL queries: SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING. Additional predictors refer to the volume of data processed by the query, and the configuration/scenario. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the predictors associated with the SELECT clause. Since the variable measurement units were not homogeneous, for a proper display, each histogram in the figure has its own scale. All distributions are positively skewed. Figure 2 displays the same distributions but as boxplots. On average, the generated query had three attributes in the SELECT clause which were extracted from two tables. Variables sel__length__char (the total length of the CHAR attributes which occurred in SELECT clause) and sel__length__vchar (the same total for VCHAR attributes) had, naturally, the broader range, [0, 75] and [0, 421] respectively. Predictors related to the FROM query have value distributions presented as boxplots in figure 3 . Compared to the SELECT parameters, here distributions seem close to normality. On average, queries extracted data from four tables and needed three joins (apparently, because the longer queries were removed, self-joins did not occur with a significant frequency). Also, some predictor distributions in figure 3 is quite similar which suggest some collinearity issues (see section IV.2).
Fig. 3 Main parameters of the FROM clause
The group of predictors associated to various parameters of the WHERE clause was the most populated -see table 2 and figure 4.
Fig. 4 Number and Length of Main Attribute Types in the WHERE clause
Apart from the number and the total length of attributes of different data types, and also the number of attributes and tables, some predictors referred to the number of OR operators (wh__n_of__OR), number of comparison operators (wh__n_of_oper__comparison), and the usage of IN operator (both the number of INs -wh__n_of_oper__in, and the total of values appearing as arguments when using IN operator -wh__n_of_in__values). Some distributions were closer to normal (e.g. variables wh__n_of_tables, wh__n_of_attributes) and some others were very skewed (e.g. wh__length_vchar). On average, filters in the WHERE clause had 2.67 attributes extracted from 2 tables. Both operators BETWEEN and IN appeared in half of the queries. The largest number of values appearing as argument for an IN operator was 29.
Only three parameters were collected for both GROUP BY and HAVING clauses -see figure 5 . Distribution of the number of attributes appearing in GROUP BY looks very similar to the distribution of the number of tables in GROUP BY. On average GROUP BY clause contained 1.34 attributes extracted from 1.14 tables. The number of characters in the HAVING clause was, on average, 244. The maximum number of rows for table appearing in a query was 59978 with a mean of 13424 and a median of 2231. Distributions seem very skewed, whereas the distribution for the maximum number of processed rows is bimodal.
OUTCOME (QUERY DURATION)
Because of the limited access to the product, all queries lasting more than 150 seconds were cancelled for all six scenarios/settings. The subsequent analysis covers the results of: -418 queries executed on the database of the scale factor (sf) = 1 -343 queries for sf = 2 -349 queries for sf = 10. Overall, the outcome variable (duration in seconds) varied within [0.01, 147.01] range, with mean at 9.08 and median at 2.19. Figure 7 shows positively skewed distributions for all three database scale factors on the chosen six scenarios/settings. Overall skewness was 3.37 whereas the kurtosis was 13.89. Along the scale factors (1, 2 and 10), the outcome median was 1.24, 2.65, and 3,94 and the mean was consistently higher (4.98, 10.1, and 13.0). The skewness decreased from 5.74, to 3.18 and then 2.46 as well as the kurtosis: 49.0, 11.9, and 6.82. Figure 8 provides a more detailed picture of processing performance for all of the six settings. For all the three scale factors, the lowest median of duration was recorded for parallel_with_pk_one_node scenario (1.10) followed by the parallel_with_pk_two_nodes scenario (1.21) and parallel_no_pk_two_nodes (1.30). In terms of average duration, performance ranking was slightly different: parallel_no_pk_two_nodes (4.87), followed by parallel_with_pk_one_node scenario (4.95) and parallel_with_pk_two_nodes scenario (5.33). For the fours parallel settings, results (distribution) were relatively similar for sf=1 and sf=2. But on the scale factor of 10 the parallel_no_pk_one_node shows an unusual scattered distribution of duration. To no surprise, both "serial" scenarios performed worst. When passing from the scale factor of 1 to 2, outcome distribution is visibly more scattered. But surprisingly, when passing from 2 to 10 (a much more notable gap in terms of database size), with the exception of parallel_no_pk_one_node scenario, no other "parallel" scenario recorded a notable increase in the outcome scattering. That suggested a non-linear relationship between predictor and the outcome and triggered the interest for MARS modeling.
REMOVE HIGHLY CORRELATED VALUES
Previous sections show similar distributions for a large number of parameters. In this section each group of parameters were examined for identifying the highly correlated parameters and removing some predictors for avoid further problems that might arise from the predictors collinearity.
Correlation plots in the left-side of figure 9 show high correlation coefficients (from .87 to .99) between parameters like: sel__n_of_attributes and sel__n_of_distinct_attributes (0.99), sel__n_of_tables and sel__n_of_distinct_-tables (.96), etc. For further analysis only parameters associated with SELECT clause that occur on the right side of figure 9 were kept. As expected, figure 10 shows that all parameters in the FROM clause are heavily correlated. Even with some queries contained seft-joins, correlation between number of tables and the number of distinct tables appearing in the FROM clause were extremely high. That was the case with the number of attributes since every join requires usually two attributes. Consequently, only the predictor n_of_joins was kept. As for WHERE clause predictors, correlation plots in the left-side of figure  11 show high correlation coefficients between parameters like: wh__n_of_attributes and wh__n_of_distinct_attributes (0.99), wh__n_of_tables and wh__n_of_distinct_tables (.96), etc. For the MARS analysis only parameters appearing in the right side of figure 11 were retained, the largest correlation coefficient being now .75 (between variables wh__n_of_oper__in and wh__n_of_in__values). Two parameters were gathered for describing the GROUP BY clause, number of attributes and number of tables (appearing in this clause). As expected, correlation between them was high (0.89) so only first was kept in further models.
Among parameters describing the volume of data processed by the query and the query result the most heavily correlated predictors were avg_n_of_rows with max_n_of_rows (.92), med_n_of_rows with min_n_of_rows (.87), and med_n_of_rows with avg_n_of_rows (.86). From the initial parameters, only those in the right side of figure 12 were retainedscale_factor, min_n_of_rows, max_n_of_rows and result_nrows. Figure 13 displays the correlation plot for the resulted numeric predictor set. From the initial set of 46 predictors, only 27 were used in models presented in next sections (pk_usage is a nominal variable and it was not included in the correlation plot).
Fig. 13 Correlation plot for the variables kept in order to avoid collinearity problems
As the correlation between predictors did not exceed .78, it was expected that in further regression models collinearity might not be an issue.
BUILDING THE MODELS WITH MULTIVARIATE ADAPTIVE REGRESSION SPLINES
Since we hypothesized that at least some of the predictors would be nonlinearly related with the outcome, and interactions among predictors could also play an important role in predicting the outcome, MARS was a natural choice.
In R there are some packages which implement multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) algorithm. Package earth (Milborrow, 2017a) implements MARS and Fast MARS described in Friedman (1991) and Friedman (1993) . The package title is earth (Enhanced Adaptive Regression Through Hinges) because MARS is trademarked (Milborrow, 2017c) . MARS model plots are available through plotmo package (Milborrow, 2017b) . Figures 14 and 15 displays the most important information about the first MARS model. The outcome is the cube root of duration, since the distribution is positively skewed (section IV.2). Predictors ere the variables kept after solving collinearity issues (in section IV.3). The model equation, with the intercept (4.25), two simple predictors (pk_usewithot_pk and nodes) and 22 hinge functions, is displayed on the left side of figure 14. After the forward pass, model 1's GRSq was 0.34 and RSq was 0.44. After the pruning pass GRSq was 0.37 and RSq slightly decreased at 0.42.
As described in section III.4, MARS approaches non-linear relationships between predictors and the outcome, identifying the inflexion points (knots) where predictor's slope changes. Each predictor's knots and the corresponding sloped can be extracted from the model equation and the upper-right plot in figure 14 . Some predictors, such as the number of INTEGER attributes occurring the SELECT clause (labeled 3 se_n_int) displays seems to have no influence on the outcome (suggested by the horizontal line). Others show a non-linear relationship. Predictor number of joins (labeled 4 n_joins in the chart) has a constant influence on duration within all its [1, 6] values range. But when the number of joins exceeds 6, the coefficient (slope) increases significantly. Predictors 1 se_n_tab, 12 max_rows and 13 res_rows are even more spectacular since they present, on different ranges both positive and negative slopes (which might raise some doubts about the model when interpreting the results).
Fig. 14 First MARS model
The Model Selection plot in figure 14 shows how the fit depended on the number of predictors. As the number of predictors exceeded 5, the RSq (R Square) and GRSq (Generalized RSq) curves started to diverge, since an increased penalty was applied to the GCV. The vertical dotted line indicates that the best model had 25 terms. In the forward step, with from 27 predictors MARS built 43 terms (including the basis functions). After the backward (pruned) step, 15 predictors were kept which appeared in 25 terms.
The Residuals vs Fitted graph is similar to "classic" linear models. Ideally the residuals should have constant variance (homoscedasticity), but in MARS this requirement is not as important as in linear regression. Cumulative Distribution plot shows the cumulative distribution of the absolute values of residuals. Ideally, the line would reach 1 as steep (quick) as possible. The median absolute residual is around 0.3 and 90% of the absolute values of the residuals are less than 1.1. The Residual QQ plot compares the residuals distribution to a normal distribution. Similar to the homoscedasticity, in MARS normality of the residuals is not as important as in the classic linear regression.
In practice, when dealing with a large number of variables, analyzing the inflexion points and the corresponding slopes for every variable's range could prove unfeasible and must be limited to only the relevant predictors. For the first MARS model, figure 15 displays the variable importance, that is, the expected effect of the variable on the outcome averaged over entire population (Milborrow, 2017c) . Estimating variable importance could be severely altered by the collinearity, but in section IV.3 we addressed this issue. Function evimp in package earth uses three criteria for estimating variable importance in MARS models (Milborrow, 2017c ):
 The nsubset criterion counts the number of model subsets (generated by the backward/pruning step) that include the variable; larger numbers suggest higher importance.
 The rss (Residual Sum of Squares) criterion uses the decrease in the RSS for each subset, relative to the previous subset; then, for each variable, the decreasing is summed up over all subsets that include the variable; finally, the summed decreased are scaled to 100. Variables causing larger decreases in the RSS are considered more important.
 The gcv criterion is similar to the rss, but uses GCV instead of RSS. The plot shows some differences in variable importance estimation among the three criteria. Overall, the maximum number of rows in a table processed by the query (max_rows), expressed in thousands, seemed the most important variable, followed by the number of rows in the query result (res_rows). But the number of processing nodes (nodes) appears as the most important predictor by nsubsets criterion, whereas it has no importance at all, judging by both gcv and rss criteria. Less striking but notable differences occurred in the importance estimation for the use of primary keys (pk_use) variable.
As figure 14 shows, max_rows, which seems to be the most important variable for explaining duration variability, have three different slopes corresponding to two knots, 11996 and 15003. In Next we addressed the interactions among predictors, in order to determine if that would increase model performance in predicting the outcome. Consequently, a second MARS model was fit by adding interactions. Here, after the forward pass the GRSq was 0.457 and RSq was 0.532. After the backward pass, 22 (out of 32) terms and 10 (out of 27) predictors were selected. The computed value of GRSq was 0.48 whereas RSq was 0.53. Figure 16 shows that in terms of both GRSq and cumulative distribution the second model outperforms the first one. Relative to the first model, variable res_rows (the number of records in the result set, labeled 2 res_rows in the chart) seems to behave more realistic, with a constant slope for all its values range. Variable related to the number of joins (labeled 1 n_of_joins) continue to have a knot at 6, but the slope for its [6, 10] range is less impressive that in the first model.
The main interest of the figure is in the three-dimensional charts showing how the outcome (on z axis) could vary as a result of two predictors on x and y axes (the arrows and the axes show how the predictor's value increases). Some interactions are trivial, such as 2 n_joins:res_rows and 8 scale:max_rows, or simply unimportant for the model's goal, such as 1 n_joins:max_rows, and 4 wh_n_num:max_rows.
But others show interesting relationships among predictors. Taking for example the term 9 scale:res_rows. For the scale factors of 1 and 2 the outcome basically follows the slope of the 2 res_rows term. But for the scale factor of 10, the outcome seems negatively related (or, as the slope is not steep, one can interpret as unrelated) to the number of records in the query result. So the influence of predictor res_rows varies among different levels of the scale predictor. Also interaction 10 max_rows:res_rows is also notable.
Before presenting the variable importance as resulted from the second MARS model, it is important to point out that, in earth package, for interaction terms, each variable gets equal credit for the entire term, even though one variable in that term could be more important than the other (Milborrow, 2017c) . Consequently, interaction terms are counted more than once. Figure 19 displays the computed variable importance for the second MARS model, using all three criteria. As for the first model, there are some differences among the criteria results. Variables res_rows and max_rows share the position of the most important variable by gcv and rss criteria, but are ranked slightly behind pk_use and nodes "preferred" by the nsubsets criterion.
Compared with the first model, the second MARS model ranks the variable importance more realistic (as far as we were concerned), since after res_rows and max_rows, variables nodes (the number of processing node), use_pk (the use of primary keys) and scale play now a central role.
DISCUSSION
The performance of Oracle Exadata, as a Big Data proprietary platform, was investigated by setting up six configurations (scenarios) among which some Exadata tuning parameters were changed (sections III.1 and III.3). For each scenario, three TPC-H database schema were populated (using Dbgen utility) with increasing number of records, for scale factors of 1 GB, 2GB and 10GB (section III.1). For each scale factor about 500 queries were randomly generated, containing the main SQL clauses: SELECT, FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING (with and without subqueries), and ORDER BY. Generated queries were related to the scale factor, so that that the vast majority of queries would yield non-empty results. For each query, various parameters were collected (section III.2) for determining the most influential in explaining and predicting the system performance (measured through the duration of query execution), including the volume of data processed by the query and the result size.
As the data volume and number of joins and self-joins increased, some queries required a considerable amount of time. Because of the limited access to the platform, queries lasting more than 150 seconds were cancelled for all six scenarios (section IV.2). That is a serious limitation of the study.
As expected, the outcome (query duration) distribution was positively skewed, overall, and on each scenario and scale factor, with both skewness and kurtosis constantly decreasing among the scale factors (figures 7 and 8 in section IV.2). The two serial settings recorded the highest duration and also the most scattered distribution for the outcome. On the scale factor of 10 the parallel_no_pk_one_node shows an unusual scattered distribution of duration. Among the four parallel settings, the use of primary key seemed to be as important as the number of processing nodes. But admittedly that could be determined by the small range or values (just 1 and 2) for variable nodes.
Also the performance gap between scale factors was smaller than expected, especially between scale factor of 2 GB and of 10GB and that could be interpreted as a non-linear relationship between predictors and the outcome and prompted for the use of MARS modeling.
Almost every data analysis techniques, MARS included, is considerably affected by the collinearity among predictors. In section IV.2, predictors were checked for collinearity on groups corresponding the queries main clauses -SELECT (figure 9), FROM (figure 10), WHERE (figure 11) -and also the volume of processed data (figure 12). The correlation plot (figure 13) shows no correlation larger than .78 among the kept numeric predictors.
As previously pointed out, MARS was applied mainly for two reasons:
 We suspected that some predictor's influence would not be linear, i.e. not constant for the entire range of predictor's values.
 We also hypothesized that interactions among variables could play an important role in explaining the outcome's variability. The analysis of predictors' distribution (section IV.1) revealed various degrees of skewness. Nevertheless, in MARS models no predictor transformation was applied, mainly for two reason, the interpretability of the results and also the fact that MARS is not as sensitive to normality (and homoscedasticity) as the classical linear regression is.
The two MARS models in section IV.4 fitted the transformed outcome ( ) to all predictors kept after dealing with collinearity and adding the nominal predictor related to the use of primary keys (pk_use). As Big Data is usually related to distributed data storage and/or processing, we kept for analysis only the results describing the four parallel settings. Data was blocked by randomly assigning each query (and the corresponding result) to only one of the four parallel settings.
Interactions among pairs of predictor variables were introduced in the second model. As detailed in the section, the second model seems to be more accurate in gathering and describing the relationship between predictors and the outcome (figure 18) but at the expense of interpretability.
Both models ranked the volume of processed data (expressed by variable max_rows) as the most important predictor (figures 15 and 19) . That was consistent with (our) expectations. Not as expected was the equally high rank of the number of records in the query result (variable res_rows). Compared with the first model, the second MARS model also ranked higher the variables describing the number of processing nodes (nodes) and the use of primary keys (pk_use).
Also both models show that the influence of predictors like the maximum number of table rows processed by the query (max_rows) or the number of joins (n_joins) is not constant among entire predictor's range, but varies on intervals delimited the knots determined through the MARS algorithm.
The second model showed that some interactions among predictors are particularly important in explaining the outcome variability (figure 18). On scale factors of 1 and 2 the outcome basically follows the variability of the number of records contained in the result (res_rows). But for the scale factor of 10, the outcome seems unrelated (even slightly negatively related) with the number of records in the query result. So the influence of predictor res_rows varied among different levels of the scale predictor. Also interaction between variables max_rows and res_rows was notable. o Exadata configuration: the setup we used was an Exadata X2-2 quarter rack. This model was released in 2010, therefore the performance of its hardware components start to fade in the light of the new Exadata models. o Limited access: the scenarios we run were imagined to be conducted in isolation, without any other disturbing workloads on the system. Because we were granted a limited time frame for exclusive access on this Exadata machine, we couldn't afford to measure the execution time of any long running query.
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

 Data limitations:
o Data was loaded and query results were collected only for the scale factors of 1, 2 and 10 GB. Though relevant, this scale factors are the very low end of Big Data. Higher scale factor (100GB, 1TB, …) are needed to build more accurate models.
o Generated queries for all scale factors covered a broad range of joins, self-joins, subqueries, but finally only short queries (less that 150 second queries) were run and analyzed. Consequently, a large subpopulation of queries missed from the models (also this could explain only the decent levels of R 2 and GR 2 .
o Apart from the predictors related to the database seize (max_rows, res_rows, scale), also the variable number of processing nodes (nodes) had not enough variability. Additional scenarios with larger number of processing nodes are expected to prove that this predictor is much more important in explaining and predicting the outcome.  Cost limitations. Oracle Exadata is a very expensive technology, so not many companies could afford it. This study could be enhanced/developed in many respects: -Improve the technical platform. Increase the number of nodes, include other optimization techniques available in Exadata, etc. -Generate more queries adapted to the companies data processing requirements. In feeding the models with relevant data, it is important to execute (and gather the results) longer queries for covering a broader scope of real-world SQL queries. -Also for building performant models, one must use much larger scale factors (database size). -Improve the estimation of model performance and variable importance by using earth package cross-validation features or by using additional packages, such as the caret package that implements bagged earth models. -Compare the result with other big data platforms (Hadoop, in-memory systems, NoSQL data stores). Despite its limitations, this study showed that when non-linearity and interaction among variables are two real concerns in building models for explaining and predicting the performance of Big Data systems, MARS could be a suitable solution. Consequently, this study could serve as a starting point for measuring processing performance for other Big Data platforms.
